The 2013-2014 MVTHS school year is complete, and so is another successful year of promoting excellence in education at MVTHS by the MVTHS Foundation. The Foundation is pleased to provide this annual report to the community and friends of MVTHS.

2013-2014 Net Revenue: $115,780

2013-2014 Contributions to MVTHS: $32,257

Project SWIFT - $18,463
  Enhancement of Campus Wi-Fi Infrastructure

Teacher Grants- $13,794
  Video Capture - Foreign Language – Dave Edwards
  Standing Stations – Language Arts – Sheila Stowers
  Handheld Digital Recorders – Music – Nick Loafman
  Digital Document Camera – Jessica Pilson
  Social Science
  Shakespeare Festival – Mary Beth Mezo
  Movable Whiteboards – Math – Jessica Gamber & Nikki Bauer-Prost
  Biology Microscopes – Science – Diane Todd
  Chemistry Lab Computers – Science – Cathy Kohnan

2013-2014 Contribution to MVTHS Foundation
Endowment: $17,675

** 2013-2014 Contributions Held for New School (Brick Pavers and Other Restricted Donations): $75,294 **

The MVTHS Foundation was formed in 2005 and since its inception we are pleased to report as follows:

TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS to MVTHS since 2005: $258,563

TOTAL MVTHS FOUNDATION ENDOWMENT: $200,500

The MVTHS Foundation is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation and all donations are tax deductible.